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10 April 2011 
 

Dear Saints supporter 
 
First of all congratulations on today’s result. Hope you enjoyed the match, even if it was 
held at MK Stadium. 
 
Second, I know that you may feel that the Lib Dems are biased in everything we say, 
but we’re being factual here, not expressing an opinion. 
 
Saints fans like you are worried that the club will move to MK, like Wimbledon. You 
may believe that the Borough Council has opposed the development of the club, and 
should put public money into the club, as it’s one of the best things in Northampton. 
 
Keith Barwell was interviewed at some length by the Chronicle and Echo on 25 March. 
He made a couple of very interesting comments: 
 

1. “We’ll fund Saints expansion if Asda store deal doesn’t get through.” 
2. “We’re staying in Northampton and won’t be moving to MK.” 

 
Here’s more of the article from the same interview: 
 
“Saints chairman Keith Barwell says if their deal with Asda to extend Franklin’s 
Gardens is blocked, they will borrow money to do it themselves. 
 “Northampton Borough Council have so far refused to approve plans to build a £40M 
Asda on a Saints car park which would see the club receive £6M to build a new stand 
in place of the Sturtridge Pavilion. 
 

FACT: The Borough Council has never refused to approve plans, because it has 

never received an application for plans for an Asda on a Saints car park 

FACT: Under current local planning arrangements such a development would be dealt 
with by West Northants Development Corporation, which operates out of Franklin’s 
Gardens. NBC would be asked for their views, but wouldn’t make the decision. 
 
“…he (Keith Barwell) said he has a contingency plan to build the stand that would take 
Franklin’s Gardens’ capacity up to just below 18,000 and able to stage Heineken cup 
knockout games” 
 

FACT: The borough Council has been encouraging Barwell to submit an application for 

a new stand since 2009, when he first raised the issue. Subject to an economic 

impact assessment, the Council even discussed lending the Saints part of the 

money to build the stand. If only Barwell had gone ahead with this, the stand could 
have been completed and in use by now. 



 

 

 
“If we don’t get the permission to do the deal with Asda then we will borrow the money 
and build it anyway, but it is always nice to walk through a door unlocked rather than 
trying to kick it down.” 
 

FACT: WNDC may well agree to an application from Asda and The Saints, but they 
have never been asked.  

FACT: The car park in question belongs to HCA (formerly English Partnerships) and 
NBC has no say in what is done with this. 

FACT: If WNDC does pass the planning permission that Asda/The Saints want, it is 
possible that the decision may be overturned by the Government, in line with current 
Government policy which is against out of town supermarkets. 
Keith Barwell talking about MK stadium: “This stadium was paid for by IKEA and Asda, 
people who were rejected by Northampton Councillors, but we shall get on with it.” 
 

FACT: Northampton Councillors have not rejected any Asda applications 

FACT: IKEA was rejected by the Conservative Councillors in South Northants. 
 
“Our site is a bit too small.” 
 
That last comment says it all. 
 
Brian Hoare, Lib Dem Leader of the Council is a massive Saints fan, as are several 
members of the cabinet. They would love to do their best to help the club – but the club 
has to submit an application, and any councillor who states beforehand that he/she has 

already decided in favour of the application is legally barred from voting on that 

decision on Planning Committee.  

 
If Keith Barwell is saying that a change in the balance of the Council from Lib Dem to 
Conservative would change the outcome of a planning decision, he is saying that his 

application would be pre-determined, which is illegal. 
 
As fans of course you want the best for this club, and there is no reason why a stand 
cannot be started very soon. The only reason for any delay is Keith Barwell’s desire to 
gain a free stand for his club. Many Lib Dem councillors would love this to happen. It 
might or it might not happen, but for goodness sake put an application in Keith! 
 
The Conservatives claim we are anti-Saints. Not true. Make your mind up who you 
support in the local elections for all the reasons that are relevant, but please don’t 
decide on the basis of the misleading statements that are being peddled in The 
Chronicle and Echo about The Saints. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 

 

 


